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LAUNCH



Be confident in the world of conferencing. Spanning 

tables for large rooms. Power hubs at each setting. 

Handsome cabinets for storage and presentation.
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LAUNCH

CONFERENCE COLLECTION

Visual Impact

At over 20’ in length without center supports, 

Launch is a stunning feat of engineering that 

creates a powerful centerpiece in any conference 

environment.

Powered Personal Space

With individual inset power and electrical/data 

boxes and a generous 27” of table area per  

person, Launch allows you to plug and play 

without bumping elbows. Launch can be ordered 

with power and data pre-installed or any NEMA 

approved components can be field installed.

Lighten Up

Inset LED lighting provides surface illumination 

for low lighting situations without cluttering  

the surface.

Everything You Need

A complete selection of coordinating media walls, 

storage units and supporting components are 

available to solve all of your conference needs.

Mix It Up

A wide range of finish and materials options  

allows the specifier to mix and match a  

multitude of combinations.
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Coordinating items such as display 

cabinets, a mobile serving cart and 

 a lectern enhance meeting areas 9
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Meeting Needs

Launch’s media walls come in two sizes and  

utilize heavy gauge mounting brackets that  

retract for easy access and faster wire-up of 

TV’s or monitors. Camera shelf is positioned for 

a natural viewing angle for meeting participants. 

Features storage areas for remotes, DVD’s,  

satellite components, and other equipment.

Launch offers a full line of cabinets for additional 

storage and display. Cabinets can be specified 

under and/or surrounding media walls for large 

wall unit configurations. 
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Retractable monitor bracket for easy access  

and faster wire-up 

Choose from an expansive surfaces palette  

Mix select veneers, solid surfaces  

granites and leathers 13
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Power and Data

Electrical/data boxes are located along the  

entire length of the table top for individual plug  

and play. Electrical/data boxes can house  

standard OFS components for power, voice,  

data, microphone, AV, USB and additional serial  

ports for printers, laptops and other equipment. 

Any NEMA approved components can be field 

installed to ease specification and installation. 

Launch electrical/data boxes feature doors  

to hide receptacles and data ports for a  

professional appearance.
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Crescent Cherry

on Cherry

Grand Cherry 

on Cherry

Light Cherry

on Cherry

Natural Cherry

on Cherry

Formal Mahogany

on Cherry

Executive Walnut

on Walnut

Legacy Walnut

on Walnut

Sable on Walnut

Honey Maple

on Maple

Natural Maple

on Maple

Light Maple

on Maple

Endura Oak

on Oak

Heritage Oak

on Oak

Chamois

Bark

Olive

Tomato

Camel

Fennel

Dusty Rose

Brick

Earthy

Fog

Brown

Plum

Terra Cotta

Glass Block

Atlantis

Smoke

Pink Clay

Storm

Dusk

Black

Porcellina

Celadon

Yonder

Wet Sand

Austin

Eggplant

Wood Leather

Sable on Cherry

Formal Mahogany

on Walnut

Vintage Mahogany 

on Walnut

Vintage Mahogany 

on Cherry

American Walnut

on Walnut

European on Oak

Espresso on Oak
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Light Oak

on Oak



Finish and Surface Options

An expansive surfaces palette mixing select  

veneers, leathers, granites, and solid surfaces.

Kashmir White

Desert Sand

Antique Glass

Emerald

Black Sand

Cairo

Mahogany

Arctic White

Absolute Black Grey Granite

Granite Solid Surface
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L A U N C H

OFS, a division of OFS Brands

1204 East Sixth Street

Huntingburg, IN 47542

T 800-521-5381

F 812-683-7256 (Orders)

F 812-683-7155 (Customer Service)

www.ofs.com
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